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Purposes of the workshop
• Spread the voice about the importance of the revised SI for IEC

• Provide some information about the revised SI

• Discuss how to implement the revised SI in IEC standards

• Increase the knowledge and the interest around terminology

Expected pre-competences

of the participants
We assume that you have some background knowledge in physics, 

and also that you are not an expert in terminology or in metrology



Pierre Sebellin

Technical Department Manager
TC 1 workshop

Sunday 20 October 2019

Shanghai, China

International

Electrotechnical

Commission



BIPM
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The BIPM is an international organization established by the Metre 

Convention, through which Member States act together on matters related 

to measurement science, and in particular to measurement units and 

measurement standards

Mission

To promote and advance the global comparability of measurements for:

• Scientific discovery and innovation,

• Industrial manufacturing and international trade,

• Improving the quality of life and sustaining the global environment



The Metre Convention
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The Metre Convention (Convention du Mètre) is the treaty that created the 
International Bureau of Weights and Measures (BIPM)

BIPM is an intergovernmental organization under the authority of the General 
Conference on Weights and Measures (CGPM) and under the supervision of 
the International Committee for Weights and Measures (CIPM).

Signed in Paris on 20 May 1875 (144 years ago) by seventeen nations

Current membership: 61 Member States and 41 Associate States and Economies
(NMIs, National Metrology Institutes)

The treaty binds the “States Parties to the Metre Convention”, which are 
required to use the SI units



Governance:

Metre Convention versus IEC
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General Conference on

Weights and Measures

GCPM GM Council

CIPM SMB
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International Committee 
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BIPM Consultative Committees
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CCU Consultative Committee for Units (IEC liaison member)

CCAUV Consultative Committee for Acoustics, Ultrasound and Vibration

CCEM Consultative Committee for Electricity and Magnetism

CCL Consultative Committee for Length

CCM Consultative Committee for Mass and Related Quantities

CCPR Consultative Committee for Photometry and Radiometry

CCRI Consultative Committee for Ionizing Radiation

CCT Consultative Committee for Thermometry

CCTF Consultative Committee for Time and Frequency

CCQM Consultative Committee for Amount of Substance: Metrology in
Chemistry and Biology



JCGM Joint Committee for Guides in Metrology
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The JCGM maintains and promotes the use of the Guide to the Expression 

of Uncertainty in Measurement (GUM) and the International Vocabulary of 

Metrology (VIM) – the Secretariat is at BIPM 

JCGM Members:

International  Federation  of  Clinical  

Chemistry  and  Laboratory  Medicine

International  Laboratory  Accreditation  

Cooperation

International Union of Pure and 

Applied Chemistry

International Union of Pure and 

Applied Physics

Organisation Internationale de 

Métrologie Légale

https://www.bipm.org/en/about-us/role.html
https://www.bipm.org/en/worldwide-metrology/liaisons/iec.html
https://www.bipm.org/en/worldwide-metrology/liaisons/ifcc.html
https://www.bipm.org/en/worldwide-metrology/liaisons/ilac.html
https://www.bipm.org/en/worldwide-metrology/liaisons/iso.html
https://www.bipm.org/en/worldwide-metrology/liaisons/iupac.html
https://www.bipm.org/en/worldwide-metrology/liaisons/iupap.html
https://www.bipm.org/en/worldwide-metrology/liaisons/oiml.html


IEC engagement in measurement science
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IEC is a liaison member of the CCU (non-voting member)

IEC can appoint:

• Three experts in JCGM WG 1 (GUM development)

• Three experts in JCGM WG 2 (VIM development)

In the CCU: IEC observes the work and brings the voice of IEC for the 

future evolutions of the SI

In the JCGM: IEC participates in the development and the approval of the 

GUM and VIM which are adopted by IEC and ISO as ISO/IEC Guide 98 

series and ISO/IEC Guide 99

IEC has recently established the “IEC Coordination group for 

measurement science” to coordinate its actions in the JCGM and, more 

generally, in the domain of measurement science



NIST video: turning-point-humanity-

redefining-worlds-measurement-system
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https://www.nist.gov/si-redefinition/turning-point-humanity-redefining-

worlds-measurement-system

https://www.nist.gov/si-redefinition/turning-point-humanity-redefining-worlds-measurement-system


Pierre Sebellin

Technical Department Manager
TC 1 workshop

Sunday 20 October 2019

Shanghai, China



The SI  and its 
relation to nature

Erik Pontus Jacobson



Once upon a time
A real story



70 years ago
In a forest of Northern Germany 



Two children picking blueberries



After the start

How 
much?

and you

Bottom half 
covered

same



One hour later

half full
How much?

me too

And you?



After 2 hours

How many?

nearly full

and you

full



Father   

Now it’s enough
Who is the best?

But we have no scales

Both the pots are full
Exact comparison would be the  weight

Oh no, now it is too late

Not really too late.
But let us finish,

say both are equal, 
and let’s go home

Children

You could have counted



70 years later

• What are the main issues of this story?

- There is a conversation between 2 children

- There is a competition about a quantity, 
namely the amount of picked blueberries



What is necessary?

for the conversation we need:
• physical means for communication 

(sound transmission in air at short 
distance)

• common language
• common understanding (education)

a multilayer model [like OSI]



2. for the competition we need:

• A subject 
a quantity, namely the amount of picked 
blueberries

• A method of measurement
- volume
- weight
- count



for the competition we need
Units for the indication of the quantity value

o for the volume: 
the size of the pots, provided that their sizes are equal; 

for external indication we need a common standard; e.g. SI unit m3

o for the weight: 
for simple comparison we need a tool, like a pair of scales;

for external indication we need a common standard; e.g. SI unit kg
in former times that was also (more complicated) a comparison with 
a real object

o for the count: 
it must be assumed that the berries have equal volume or weight



for the competition we need
knowledge about accuracy

For the different methods of indication the value 
exhibit different accuracies:

o for the volume: due to the different size of the 
berries and the interspace between them the 
accuracy is really hard to determine

o for the weight: 
the accuracy is high, needs accurate tools

o for the count: numbers are totally accurate, but 
the objects exhibit variations



Conclusions

• Why did I tell you this story 
from far away & from long ago ?

• I could say it was an attempt to show how 
principles and rules we are discussing 
again and again are part of daily life, 
independent in space and time

• But what is the relationship to the SI ?



The SI (or how it could be)
• Q: What is a “second”, the SI unit for duration?

A: Count the ticks of the Cs133 ground state 
hyper fine structure transition; after 9192 6319 
ticks a second has elapsed (the pot is full)

• Q: What is a “metre”, the SI unit for length?
A: Count the waves of the Cs133 hfs radiation; 
after 30,66 counts you have a “metre” 
(approximately).



The SI (or how it could be)
• Q: What is an “Ampere”,

the SI unit for strength of electric current ?
A: Count the electrons passing by during one  
second; if the count is 6,2415×1018 then an 
electric current of 1 Ampere is flowing

• Q: What is a “kilogram”, the SI unit for mass ?
A: Count 6,02214076×1023 atoms of C12

then you have 0,012 kilogram.
Similarly you could do it with silicon



The SI (or how it could be)
• Q: What is a “Kelvin”, 

the SI unit for temperature T?

• A: You can’t count ;-(  
You have to calculate it from the preceding 
units using the equation E=kT, 
where E is the energy of a system and 
k is the Boltzmann constant defined as 
k = 1,380 649 × 10−23 kgm2s−2



The SI (or how it could be)

• Q: What is a “mole” (symbol mol), 
the SI unit of amount of substance ?

• A: If you count 6,02214076×1023

elementary entities (not blueberries) then 
you have a mole



The SI (or how it could be)
• Q: What is a candela (symbol cd), 

the SI unit of luminous intensity ?
• A: Count photons of green light 

(540×1012 Hz, with energy 3,578×10-21Ws) 
in a certain direction in a cone of 1steradian;;

if the count during 1 second is 409 ×1015

then you have 1 candela, 
or 1/683 W = 1/683 kg m2 s-3 .
For red light, you have to multiply by ≈1,148



Missing units

• in parallel to the optical unit candela

We should have an acoustical unit for 
hearing: 
like for loudness given in “SONE”
which is related to the logarithmic quantity 
loudness level with the unit “PHONE”



All units up to now are related to scalars
there is no unit referring to vectors.

one of the most natural units is one rotation 
which implies a direction for its axis



Final words

“… the greatest enemy of the best
is the better one”

[freely adapted from René Descartes]

• Any questions ?

• Thank you



The implementation of the revised 
SI for society.

Dr Srinath Rajagopal, Senior Scientist

UK National Physical Laboratory 

IEC 83rd General Meeting, Shanghai

TC1 Workshop

20 October 2019



About NPL …

Founded in 1900, NPL is:-

• UK’s National Measurement Institute/ Public Corporation.

• Formal Partnership between NPL, BEIS and Universities of Surrey 
and Strathclyde.

• ~800+ staff with ~200 visiting researchers/year.

• 400 laboratories; 36,000 m2 of floor space.

• Partner with 200+ organisations and 80+ Universities.



Measurement units
• All of practical science, technology and engineering involves measurement

• When presenting the result of a measurement, the value of a quantity is 
expressed as the product of a numerical value and a unit: 𝑄 = 𝑄 [𝑄]

quantity

The mass concentration of iron in ambient air

number

1.6 unitμg/m3

The ‘size’ of any given unit 
needs international 

agreement and practical 
comparison to ensure 

measurement comparability



The Results of Metrology

• Provides a measurement infrastructure which is stable over 
time, comparable between locations, and coherent, allowing 
measurements of different properties using different methods 
to be combined (without scaling factors)

• Removes barriers to trade, improves efficiency and 
competitiveness, enables technological development, 
encourages global agreement and collaboration

▪ Generates systems and frameworks for quantification 
and through these underpins consistency and 
assurance in all measurement 

▪ Gives a quantified level of confidence in the 
measurement through an uncertainty statement



…of an unknown quantity 

with a standard quantity

Measurement is…

Quantitative Comparison
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value

Measurement is…

Technically a measurement 
has three components
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unit uncertainty



Measurement is…

Quantitative Comparison
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World-wide comparison of X

XChina

XUK

XJapan

XAustralia

XArgentina

XUSA

XCanada

XEU XRussia

XNigeria XIndia

By ensuring measurements are traceable to the SI, 

it is possible to make meaningful comparisons between 

measurements made in different countries.

This is why it is called the International System of Units.



What’s RIGHT with the International System of Units

• Everyone uses it!

• It is humanity’s universal language of measurement!

BUT…

• The kilogram could be damaged

• This is a real risk!



The kilogram problem

Mass drift over time of national prototypes K21–

K40, plus two of the International Prototype 

Kilogram's (IPK's) sister copies: K32 and K8. All 

mass changes are relative to the IPK.



…of an unknown quantity 

with a standard quantity

Measurement is…

Quantitative Comparison
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Could we choose our 

standards more wisely?



SI Base Units and Natural Constants 

measurerealise

Unit Definitions

in terms of

Unit Definitions Natural Constants



Measurement is…

Quantitative Comparison
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The aim of all this ‘measuring’ is to ensure that:
size of the unit defined by the new definitions 

is indistinguishable from 
the size of the unit defined by the new definitions

SI. The International System of Units

Administered from BIPM

• International Bureau of Weights & Measures

Run by the CIPM

• International Committee for Weights & Measures

Agenda set by the CGPM

• General Conference on Weights & Measures

Resolution 1: CGPM 2014

…Encourages continued efforts to determine h, e, k, and NA

with the requisite uncertainties,

Start Measure Measure Measure Measure Measure Measure Measure Measure Measure STOP!

20192018201720162015201420132012201120102008 20092007

Resolution 12: CGPM 2007
Recommends laboratories pursue the relevant 

experiments so that the International Committee can 
come to a view on whether it may be possible to redefine 

the kilogram, the ampere, the kelvin, and the mole 

DRAFT Resolution A: CGPM 2018
Should decide to make the change from 20th May 2019



• Final approval by CGPM in November 2018
• Implementation on 20 May 2019, World 

Metrology Day 



Defining 

constants

Natural 

Constants

Technical

Constant

Scaling

Constants



The ‘New’ SI

• Builds the SI on the most stable things we know:

• Natural Constants

• Removes uncertainty from definitions of the units:

• Uncertainties in how units are realised should reduce over time

• Produces definitions consistent with 21st century technology 

• Builds a secure foundation for the development of metrology

• Expectation that uncertainty of realisations will decrease in future

• What changed on 20 May 2019?

• Unit definitions, as explained, but otherwise very little

• Unit sizes will not change within the uncertainty we can 

currently realise them



…brings the world into focus 

Precision Measurement…



The implementation
of the revised SI
in IEC standards

Luca Mari
IEC/TC 1 Chair

research.liuc.it/luca.mari



The SI, standardization, and terminology

The SI provides definitions
of units of physical quantities

Definitions aim at standardization

Standardization is based on 
standardized language,
as provided by terminology



Checkpoint 1
Do you know these two documents?
1. I have read most or all of them
2. I scrolled them, but nothing more
3. I only know that they exist
4. I was not aware of them



Checkpoint 1 votes
Do you know these two documents?
1. I have read most or all of them
2. I scrolled them, but nothing more
3. I only know that they exist
4. I was not aware of them

Votes
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 



The revised SI is a significant change...
An example: the kilogram

Before May 2019 (8th SI Brochure):

“The kilogram is the unit of mass; it is equal to the mass of 
the international prototype of the kilogram.”

Today (revised SI, 9th SI Brochure)

“The kilogram, symbol kg, is the SI unit of mass. It is defined 
by taking the fixed numerical value of the Planck constant h
to be 6.626 070 15 × 10–34 when expressed in the unit J s, 
which is equal to kg m2 s–1, where the metre and the second 
are defined in terms of c and ∆νCs.”



Hey mom, what’s 
the kilogram then?

“The kilogram, symbol kg, is the SI unit of mass. It is defined 
by taking the fixed numerical value of the Planck constant h
to be 6.626 070 15 × 10–34 when expressed in the unit J s, 
which is equal to kg m2 s–1, where the metre and the second 
are defined in terms of c and ∆νCs.”



Checkpoint 2

Do you understand this definition?
1. Yes
2. I have read it before, and I think I understand it
3. It is the first time I have seen it, and I think I have grasped 
the point
4. It is the first time I have seen it, and I find it difficult to 
understand

“The kilogram, symbol kg, is the SI unit of mass. It is defined 
by taking the fixed numerical value of the Planck constant h
to be 6.626 070 15 × 10–34 when expressed in the unit J s, 
which is equal to kg m2 s–1, where the metre and the second 
are defined in terms of c and ∆νCs.”



Checkpoint 2 votes

Do you understand this 
definition?
1. Yes
2. I have read it before, and I think I 
understand it
3. It is the first time I have seen it, 
and I think I have grasped the point
4. It is the first time I have seen it, 
and I find it difficult to understand

Votes

1.    
2.    
2.5  

3.5  

“The kilogram, symbol kg, is the SI unit of mass. It is 
defined by taking the fixed numerical value of the Planck 
constant h to be 6.626 070 15 × 10–34 when expressed in 
the unit J s, which is equal to kg m2 s–1, where the metre 
and the second are defined in terms of c and ∆νCs.”



Our position: premises
0: We take the metrological correctness of the SI for granted

1: The metrological system is a key enabler for our society

2: The metrological system, including the SI, should be
as understandable as possible

3. Technical standards play an important role in connecting
the metrological system with our society

4. The definitions of the units in the revised SI are complex,
hard to understand by non-physicists,
and phrased in a peculiar way



Our position: consequence
IEC standards need to include definitions of the SI units
that are

(α) in conformity with the 2018 CGPM Resolution

(β) terminologically correct

(γ) as understandable as possible to standards writers and 
users, translators, textbook writers, and the general 

public

and this is not a trivial outcome to achieve

Let us work together on this...



The role of language
in standardization

Standardization is a social endeavour
and therefore an important task for it is communication,
as enabled by language

In a language, terms refer to entities
[what ISO 1087-1 calls “objects”, “anything perceivable or conceivable”]

the English term:
m-e-a-s-u-r-e-m-e-n-t

the entity: 
measurement

refers to



The problem

How can we guarantee that the same term
used by different persons refers to the same entity?

measurement

Alex Billie

a measurement

?

measurement

?



A simple solution

Reference by indication

This is
the kilogram the mass of the IPK

(it works only in some cases)

Alex Billie

This is
the kilogram



Another simple solution

Reference by listing

The base units in the SI
are as follows:
metre, kilogram, 

second, ... {metre, kilogram, second, ...}

(it works only in some cases)

Alex Billie

The base units in the SI
are as follows:
metre, kilogram, 

second, ...



The usual, general solution

Reference via conceptualization

[together with terms and entities,
it requires introducing a third element]

measurement

measurement

Alex Billie

a measurement measurement

measurement



How can we guarantee that different persons

use the same term

with the same meaning ???

The problem

measurement

measurement

Alex Billie

a measurement measurement

measurement

measurement

measurement



Checkpoint 3

Are you knowledgeable about this kind of problem?
1. Yes, I have extensive knowledge of terminology
2. I have some background information about this
3. I have never seen it as such, but I have some ideas about it
4. It is the first time I see it, and I find it difficult to understand

How can we guarantee that different persons

use the same term

with the same meaning ???

measurement

measurement



Checkpoint 3 votes

Are you knowledgeable about 
this kind of problem?
1. Yes, I have extensive knowledge 
of terminology
2. I have some background 
information about this
3. I have never seen it as such, but I 
have some ideas about it
4. It is the first time I see it, and I 
find it difficult to understand

How can we guarantee that different persons

use the same term

with the same meaning                    ???

measurement

measurement

Votes

1.   

2.   
2.5 

4.   



A solution:
defining the meaning of the term

The meaning of the term

is defined as 

so that when we say or write

we mean the concept

and, most importantly,
we refer to the entity

measurement

xxx xxx ...

xxx xxx ...

measurement

measurement



The “triangle of reference”
the defined concept

of measurement

refers to

the English term:
m-e-a-s-u-r-e-m-e-n-t

the entity:
measurement

refers to

refers to

A term refers to an entity... 
… because the term refers to a concept that is defined...
... and the definition of the concept refers to the entity



Summary, so far

Premise: we use terms for referring to entities

Problem: how can we guarantee that with the same term
different persons refer to the same entity?

Solution: by agreeing upon the meaning of the term

Problem: how can we agree upon the meaning of a term?

Solution: by means of a definition



The formal structure
of an entry

entry

preferred term

admitted terms 
(optional)

definition

notes to 
entry and 
examples 
(optional)A vocabulary is a set of such entries

(source: www.electropedia.org/iev/iev.nsf/display?openform&ievref=112-01-14)



The conceptual structure
of a definition

This is an example of an intensional definition, whose structure is
‘unit of measurement’ is defined as “real scalar quantity such that …”

so that
 a unit is a quantity [a relation between objects (entities)]
 ‘unit’ is subordinate to ‘quantity’ (a relation between concepts)

unit

quantityquantities

units
concept 
diagram

set 
diagram



Let’s do it with the definitions
of the base units of the revised SI



Three terminological conditions (A)
Let us consider the example of the second:

“The second, symbol s, is the SI unit of time. It is defined by taking the fixed 
numerical value of the caesium frequency ∆νCs, the unperturbed ground-state 
hyperfine transition frequency of the caesium 133 atom, to be 9 192 631 770 
when expressed in the unit Hz, which is equal to s−1.”

Condition A (terms outside definitions): “a definition is a statement that 
does not form a complete sentence. It must be combined with an entry 
term (designating the concept being defined) placed at the beginning of the 
entry in order to be read as a sentence” (ISO 704:2009: 6.3.2)

Easily done (shortened text):

second
s
SI unit of time, defined by taking the fixed numerical value of the caesium
frequency ∆νCs to be 9 192 631 770 when expressed in s−1



Three terminological conditions (B)
Condition B (intensional definitions): “a definition begins with a predicate 
noun stating the broader generic (superordinate) concept associated with 
the concept being defined, together with delimiters indicating the 
characteristics that delimit the concept being defined from coordinate 
concepts” (ISO 704:2009: 6.3.2)

Rather easily done:

second
s
duration chosen as the SI unit of time, such that the fixed numerical value of 
the caesium frequency ∆νCs is 9 192 631 770 when expressed in s−1



Three terminological conditions (C)
Condition C (non-circular definitions): “If one concept is defined using a 
second concept, and that second concept is defined using the term or 
elements of the term designating the first concept, the resulting definitions 
are said to be circular (…) circular definitions make it impossible to fully 
understand the concept and shall be avoided” (ISO 704:2009: 6.5.2)

The definitions of the revised SI are phrased in a circular way!

For example, the second is defined in reference to the second

second
s
duration chosen as the SI unit of time, such that the fixed numerical value of 
the caesium frequency ∆νCs is 9 192 631 770 when expressed in s−1

A definition shall refer only to concepts previously defined



Checkpoint 4

What do you think about the condition of non-circularity?
1. I agree: it is necessary to fulfill it
2. I suppose it is somehow important
3. I do not see why it is important
4. I do not really understand it

A definition shall refer only to concepts previously defined,
and therefore shall be non-circular



Checkpoint 4 votes

What do you think about the 
condition of non-circularity?
1. I agree: it is necessary to 
fulfill it
2. I suppose it is somehow 
important
3. I do not see why it is 
important
4. I do not really understand it

A definition shall refer only to concepts previously defined,
and therefore shall be non-circular

Votes

1. 


2.    

3.    

4. 



Back to our starting point
IEC standards need to include definitions of the SI units that are

(α) in conformity with the 2018 CGPM Resolution
→ ???

(β) terminologically correct
→ ???

(γ) as understandable as possible to standards writers and 
users, translators, textbook writers, and the general public
→ ???

Let us explore some options...



Option 0

Maintain the original, circular formulation,
by fulfilling only the easy (A & B) conditions:

second
s
duration chosen as the SI unit of time, such that the fixed numerical value of 
the caesium frequency ∆νCs is 9 192 631 770 when expressed in s−1

(α) in conformity with CGPM yes

(β) terminologically correct no

(γ) as understandable as possible ???



Option –1

Set the numerical value of the defining constant,
and leave the unit undefined

the fixed numerical value of the caesium frequency ∆νCs is 9 192 631 770 
when expressed in s−1

(α) in conformity with CGPM yes

(β) terminologically correct ???

(γ) as understandable as possible ???



Option 1

Maintain the original formulation, but remove the circularity:

second
s
duration chosen as the SI unit of time, such that the fixed numerical value of 
the caesium frequency ∆νCs is 9 192 631 770 when expressed in the inverse of 
this unit

(α) in conformity with CGPM ???

(β) terminologically correct yes

(γ) as understandable as possible ???



Option 2

Revert to the previous (explicit unit) definition:

second
s
duration of 9 192 631 770 periods of caesium

(α) in conformity with CGPM ???

(β) terminologically correct yes

(γ) as understandable as possible yes



Checking these options with the metre
Option 0 (explicit constant, circular)
metre
m
length chosen as the SI unit of length, such that the fixed numerical value of 
the speed of light in vacuum c is 9 192 631 770 when expressed in m s−1

Option –1 (no definition)
the fixed numerical value of the speed of light in vacuum c is 9 192 631 770 
when expressed in m s−1

Option 1 (explicit constant, non-circular)
metre
m
length chosen as the SI unit of length, such that the fixed numerical value of the 
speed of light in vacuum c is 9 192 631 770 when expressed in this unit times s−1

Option 2 (explicit unit)
metre
m
length of the path travelled by light in vacuum in a duration of 1/9 192 631 770 s



Checking these options with the kilogram
Option 0 (explicit constant, circular)
kilogram
kg
mass chosen as the SI unit of mass, such that the fixed numerical value of the 
Planck constant h is 6.626 070 15 × 10–34 when expressed in kg m2 s−1

Option –1 (no definition)
the fixed numerical value of the Planck constant h is 6.626 070 15 × 10–34 when 
expressed in kg m2 s−1

Option 1 (explicit constant, non-circular)
kilogram
kg
mass chosen as the SI unit of mass, such that the fixed numerical value of the 
Planck constant h is 6.626 070 15 × 10–34 when expressed in this unit times m2 s−1

Option 2 (explicit unit)
kilogram
kg
???



In summary ...

Do you agree with these judgments?

What do you think? What would you opt for?

(α) in 
conformity 

with 
CGPM

(β) 
termino-
logically 
correct

(γ) as 
under-

standable 
as possible

0 second: duration chosen as the SI unit of time, such 
that the fixed numerical value of the caesium
frequency ∆νCs is 9 192 631 770 when expressed in s−1

yes no ???

–1 the fixed numerical value of the caesium frequency 
∆νCs is 9 192 631 770  when expressed in s−1

yes ??? ???

1 second: duration chosen as the SI unit of time, such 
that the fixed numerical value of the caesium
frequency ∆νCs is 9 192 631 770  when expressed in 
the inverse of this unit

??? yes ???

2 second: duration of  9 192 631 770 periods of caesium ??? yes yes (but 
not always 
possible)



In summary ... votes
(α) in 

conformity 
with 

CGPM

(β) 
termino-
logically 
correct

(γ) as 
under-

standable 
as possible

0 second: duration chosen as the SI unit of time, such 
that the fixed numerical value of the caesium
frequency ∆νCs is 9 192 631 770 when expressed in s−1

yes no ???

–1 the fixed numerical value of the caesium frequency 
∆νCs is 9 192 631 770  when expressed in s−1

yes ??? ???

1 second: duration chosen as the SI unit of time, such 
that the fixed numerical value of the caesium
frequency ∆νCs is 9 192 631 770  when expressed in 
the inverse of this unit

??? yes ???

2 second: duration of  9 192 631 770 periods of caesium ??? yes yes (but 
not always 
possible)

Do you agree with these judgments?

What do you think? What would you opt for?

Votes
2      


Abs. 
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